Writing Sentences with Quotation Marks

Rewrite each of the sentences below with dialogue and quotation marks.

Example: Parker asked his dad if he could have a quarter for the gumball machine.
Rewrite with quotations: “May I have a quarter for the gumball machine, Dad?”
Parker asked.

1. Amanda told her mom that she wanted to count all the ducks in the pond.

   __________________________________________________________________________________

2. Damian said he was going to try out for the soccer team.

   __________________________________________________________________________________

3. Mrs. Luoma told the mailman that she hoped he had a wonderful Thanksgiving.

   __________________________________________________________________________________

4. Lucas asked his classmate, Nicolás, if he could borrow a pencil.

   __________________________________________________________________________________

5. Yvonne thinks she is getting a cold.

   __________________________________________________________________________________
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Rewrite each of the sentences below with dialogue and quotation marks.

Example: Parker asked his dad if he could have a quarter for the gumball machine.
Rewrite with quotations: “May I have a quarter for the gumball machine, Dad?” Parker asked.

Note: Answers may vary. Below is a sample correct answer for each question.

1. Amanda told her mom that she wanted to count all the ducks in the pond.
   
   "Mom, I want to count all the ducks in the pond!" Amanda said.

2. Damian said he was going to try out for the soccer team.
   
   "I’m going to try out for the soccer team," Damian said.

3. Mrs. Luoma told the mailman that she hoped he had a wonderful Thanksgiving.
   
   "I hope you have a wonderful Thanksgiving," Mrs. Luoma told the mailman.

4. Lucas asked his classmate, Nicolás, if he could borrow a pencil.
   
   "May I borrow a pencil?" Lucas asked Nicolás.

5. Yvonne thinks she is getting a cold.
   
   "I think I’m getting a cold," Yvonne said.